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Q u i c k  R e f e R e n c e



1. / Use American English, except in the 
case of some proper names / (examples: British 
Labour Party; Edinburgh Hospital Centre). Examples 
of commonly used words: program, not programme; 
center, not centre; labor, not labour; defense, not 
defence; analyze, not analyse; and while, not whilst.

2. / Do not use “the” before CEU or CEU Busi-
ness School. / Examples: Professor Smith works 
at central european university. The workshop 
took place at ceu Business School. Exception: if a 
unit is mentioned afterward, as in, the ceu com-
munications Office.

3. / CEU Titles / When the title comes before the 
name, it should be capitalized; if it comes after, 
lower case. Examples: Professor Dorothee Bohle will 

give a lecture next Friday. Youngmi Kim, associate 
professor of public policy, spoke at a local embassy. 

John Shattuck is always referred to as the presi-
dent and rector (both titles). Again, if the title pre-
cedes the name, capitalize it; if after, lowercase. 

George Soros should always be referred to as 
ceu founder and honorary chairman (capitalized if 
it precedes his name). 

4. / Departments / use “Department of...” in 
subsequent references, lowercase “department.” 
Department of Economics is preferred, rather than 
Economics Department.

5. / Degrees / Do not use periods in degree abbre-
viations: MA, MS, MSc, PhD, LLM, JD. use an apostro-
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phe in bachelor’s degree, master’s, etc., but there 
is no possessive in Bachelor of Arts or Master of 
Science.

6. / Dates / Always use the standard American 
format. When a month is used with a specific date, 
abbreviate only the following months: Jan., feb., 
Aug., Sept., Oct., nov. and Dec. Spell out when using 
alone, or with a year alone. Examples: Oct. 12, 2012 
or July 14, 2013. Professor Smith will begin her sab-
batical in January.

7. / Times / Always use the standard American 
format, not the 24-hour clock. Example: The lecture 
will take place from 4-5 p.m. on Thursday.

8. / Currencies / for u.S. dollars and euros, use 
the appropriate symbol with the number with no 

space in between (e.g. $5 million or €5 million). for 
forints, write out the word (e.g. 5 million forints).

9. / Capitalization / Capitalize all significant 
words in titles of books, periodicals, articles, jour-
nal titles, lecture titles, conference and event titles, 
and course names. 

10. / Italics / Do not italicize titles of books, plays, 
movies, etc.; instead, put them in quotes. Exam-
ples: “The Rise and Fall of the Third Reich” “The Wiz-
ard of Oz” / Do italicize foreign words not in com-
mon usage. Examples: She certainly was naive (no 
italics for this commonly used word). You will often 
hear Bavarians saying genau, meaning “exactly.”

11. / Numbers / Spell out one through nine; use 
numerals for anything above 10. 
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12. / Quotation Marks / use double quotation 
marks for all quotations, titles of article and chap-
ters, and other items; use single quotation marks 
for only those items within items already in double 
quotation marks: “Johnson said the he was ‘over the 
moon’ about the decision.” / Colons and semi-
colons should be placed after the closing quota-
tion marks, while commas and periods are placed 
within quotation marks, e.g., “He comes from Rus-
sia,” he said. The professor called the concept “Deep 
Rationality.” / Dashes, semicolons, question 
marks, and exclamation points go within quo-
tation marks only when they apply to the quoted 
material—e.g., What did Jim mean when he said, “I’ve 
lost my keys”?

13. / Special Characters and Accents / Re-
move all special characters and letters with accent 
marks in ceu publications (including in people’s 
names). it would be nearly impossible to include 
these in every language in every instance, and 
often causes formatting errors when the special 
character is not recognized.

14. / Alumni / One female: alumna, One male: 
alumnus, Multiple females: alumnae, Multiple 
males: alumni, Male(s) and female(s): alumni
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